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Lifetime effects on the dissociation of core-excited N2 and CO molecules

N. Saito,* A. Hempelmann, F. Heiser,† , O. Hemmers,‡ K. Wieliczek, J. Viefhaus, and U. Becker
Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft, D-14195 Berlin, Germany

~Received 7 July 1999; published 10 January 2000!

Vibrational-resolved ion and ion-pair yield spectra of N2 and CO taken at their 1s→p* resonance excita-
tions reveal decay-channel-dependent core hole lifetimes. The linewidths of the yield spectra tend to be
shortened when the number of electrons ejected in the deexcitation process increases, finally becoming nar-
rower than the total ion yield or absorption natural lifetime width of the core-excited states of N2 and CO,
respectively. In contrast to this, the linewidths of the yield spectra for the singly charged molecular ions, N2

1

and CO1, are shown to be broader than their corresponding natural linewidths. This linewidth shortening and
broadening observed in the ion yield spectra are explained by the effect of different internuclear distances on
the lifetime of an excited molecular state.

PACS number~s!: 33.80.Gj, 33.80.Eh, 33.80.Rv
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A core-excited molecule is expected to dissociate in m
cases after the molecule is ionized through resonant Au
decay. However, this model was found to be too simple
garding the large variety of potential curves that may
excited. When a core-excited state forms a repulsive po
tial energy surface, Auger decay competes with the depar
motion of atoms in the molecule. Morin and Nenner me
sured the Auger electron spectrum at the Br 3d excitation of
HBr @1#. The Auger spectrum includes the very narro
bands, which are attributed to the Auger transitions from
Br atom. This result shows that the core-excited HBr m
ecule dissociates sometimes faster than the Auger decay
cently, Menzelet al. measured the resonant Auger spectra
HCl, DCl, and Cl2 following the Cl(2p3/2)→Cl(s*) excita-
tion @2#, which also has a repulsive potential energy surfa
The branching ratio of ‘‘molecular’’ versus ‘‘atomic’’ Auge
transitions increases with increasing reduced mass of the
get molecules. When the reduced mass of the molecule
creases, the departing motion of the atoms in the mole
becomes slower and Auger transitions preferentially oc
before complete dissociation. These studies suggest tha
dissociation competes with an Auger transition for a c
hole excited state with a repulsive potential energy surfa
A quantum-mechanical description of this competition w
recently given in@3#.

In the case of the core-excited states of CO* (C1s212pp)
and N2* (C1s212ppg), ‘‘atomic’’ Auger transitions have not
been observed. Since the core-excited states of these
ecules form attractive potential energy curves, it is cons
ered that the molecules dissociate after the Auger transiti
However, the molecules have a vibrational motion and
atoms in the molecule move before Auger decay, because
vibration period of N2* (1s212ppg) amounting to 2.8 fs, is
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shorter than the natural lifetime of 5.4 fs of the core-excit
state@4#. This atomic motion should be taken into accou
for the deexcitation of the core-excited molecule, which h
an attractive potential energy curve. When a molecule is
cited by a photon whose energy is detuned from the re
nance energy, the lifetime of the core hole is shortened fr
the natural lifetime@5#. If deexcitation channels or, in othe
words, resonant Auger spectra from a core-excited molec
are measured with high-photon-energy resolution, the dif
ent lifetime would change the branching ratio of the dec
channels. However, since there are many multielectron em
sion processes from the core-excited molecules, it is imp
sible to know all these processes from the Auger spec
Therefore, in the present study, we have measured the
products, i.e., the ion and ion-pair yield spectra from N2 and
CO at their 1s→p* resonance excitation with narrow ban
path photons. Mass resolved ion yield spectra of core-exc
N2 with vibrational resolution were recently measured us
a quadruple mass spectrometer. However, ion-ion coi
dence spectra could not be measured with this method
the same vibrational peaks are not well separated in the s
tra. Therefore it is difficult to discuss the effect of the co
lifetime on the decay channels from this experiment.

Our experiments were performed at beamline BW3 of
Hamburger Synchrotronstrahlungslabor~HASYLAB ! of
DESY @7#. This beamline is a tripleN-pole undulator beam-
line (N521, 33, 44! equipped with a high resolution SX70
plane grating monochromator modified for high phot
throughput. This instrument achieved a bandwidth of ab
60 and 70 meV at the photon energies of 300 eV and 400
respectively. Time-of-flight~TOF! mass spectra and ion-ion
coincidence spectra have been measured with a TOF m
spectrometer, comprising a McLaren-type space charge
cusing instrument of 42 mm length and a multihit anode@8#.
An extraction field of 100 V/mm was applied on the TO
mass spectrometer, which makes it possible to measur
ions and all pairs of charged particles in coincidence, in
pendent of their charge state and initial kinetic energy. T
spectrometer was positioned at an angle of 55° with resp
to the electric field vector of the photon beam in order
remove the effect of anisotropic fragmentation. The par
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N2 or CO pressure was lower than 331026 mbar. The TOF
of the ions was measured with respect to the bunch marke
the storage ring, which was operated in the double-bu
modes with a time window of 482 nsec. The details of t
TOF mass spectrometer were described elsewhere@8,9#. In
order to avoid possible distortions of the scans, all coincid
and noncoincident ionization channels were measured sim
taneously during one photon energy scan, including
monitoring of the background in the spectra.

Figure 1 shows the yield spectra of the total ions, N2
1,

N1, N21, N11N1, N11N21, and N211N21 in the pho-
toexcitation of N2(1s)→N2(2ppg). Several vibrational
peaks are seen in the spectra. Solid curves reproduce
experimental data by a fitting calculation using Voigt fun
tions. The conditions of the fitting procedure are as follow
~a! all vibrational peaks in a spectrum have the same Lore
zian linewidth,~b! the Gaussian broadening is the same
all spectra. The Gaussian broadening was 71.0 meV, w
was obtained from the fitting calculation for the total io
yield spectrum. The Lorentzian linewidth for the total io
yield spectrum is 12168 meV, which is close to the natura
lifetime broadening reported previously@10–13#.

The linewidths of the yield spectra in Fig. 1 are differe
with respect to each other. The narrow linewidth reflects
large ratio of the peak intensity atn50 to the minimum
intensity betweenn50 and 1. It is clear to state that th
linewidth for N2

1 is the widest and that for N211N21 is the
narrowest. Figure 2 shows the Lorentzian linewidths for
ions and the ion pairs. The Lorentzian linewidth becom

FIG. 1. Ion yield spectra of the total ions, N2
1, N1, N21, N1

1N1, N11N21, and N211N21 taken in the photon energy regio
of N2(1s)→N2(2ppg) photoexcitations. The dots indicate the e
perimental data and the solid curves are a superposition of V
functions reproducing the experimental data.
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narrower when the charge state of the ion or ion pair
increased. The Lorentzian linewidth of N2

1 is broader than
the natural lifetime broadening measured by total yield
absorption spectroscopy.

The dependence of the linewidths on the final charge s
is also observed in the yield spectra of core excited C
Figure 3 shows the yield spectra of the total ions, CO1,
CO21, C1, O21, C11O1, and C211O21 from the
C1s212pp state of CO. The yield spectra of O1, C21, C1

1O21, and C211O1 are not shown in Fig. 3. The solid
curves reproducing the experimental data were derived u

gt

FIG. 2. The Lorentzian linewidths and corresponding lifetim
of the ion or ion-pair yield spectra of N2(1s)→N2(2ppg) states.

FIG. 3. Ion yield spectra of the total ions, CO1, CO21, C1,
O21, C11O21, and C111O21 taken in the photon energy regio
of CO~C1s! → CO(C2pp) photoexcitations. The dots indicate th
experimental data and the solid curves are a superposition of V
functions reproducing the experimental data.
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the fitting calculation described above. The Gaussian bro
ening was deduced to be 58.3 meV by the fitting calculat
of the total ion yield spectra. Figure 4 shows the Lorentz
linewidths for the ions and the ion pairs obtained from t
fitting calculation. The Lorentzian linewidth for the total io
yield spectrum is 10868 meV, which is close to the natura
lifetime broadening reported previously@12,14,15#. The line-
width generally reduces with increasing charge state of
ion or ion pair.

The present result shows that the characteristic of
Lorentzian linewidths for CO is similar to that for N2. The
Lorentzian linewidth becomes narrow with increasing cha
state of the final products. In other words, the short lifeti
is related to the production of an ion with a lower char
state.

In the following we propose a possible explanation of o
result. As described above, the core-excited molecule with
attractive potential energy surface has a vibrational mo
within the core lifetime, the atoms in the molecule move, a
the internuclear distance of the molecule changes befor
Auger transition. This vibrational motion leads to the situ
tion that the transition amplitude of the final products is p
portional to the overlapping factor of the excited state a
the Auger final-state wave functions. On the other ha
when the core lifetime is shorter than the vibrational per
by detuning the photon energy off the resonance, the Au
transitions occur before the atoms in the molecule mo
This fixed internuclear distance makes it possible to cons
the transition amplitude as proportional to the Fran
Condon factor between ground and Auger final-state w
functions. The transition amplitude is expected to depend
the lifetime or the internuclear distance, which change
branching ratios of the final products correspondingly. Sin
the latter depend on the core lifetime, the linewidths of
yield spectra depend on the final products.

FIG. 4. The Lorentzian linewidths and corresponding lifetim
of the ion or ion-pair yield spectra of CO(C1s)→CO(C2pp).
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In order to examine this explanation, the final states of
Auger transitions are discussed below. Core-excited m
ecules deexcite through electronic transitions and mos
them dissociate into fragments. Some of the decay proce
that produce ions or ion pairs from the inner-shell excited2
@16–18# and CO@19# are discussed in the papers report
previously. From these studies, the deexcitation scheme
Table I are the dominant ones for a core excited N2 mol-
ecule.

Pathway~1! of Table I shows that the core-excited N2
decays electronically into a molecular ion with an attract
potential energy surface N2

n1(AP). It sometimes autoion-
izes but it does not dissociate, yielding N2

n11 . This type of
deexcitation process produces N2

1 and N2
21. The dissocia-

tion scheme~2! of Table I shows that the core-excited N2
decays into N2

n1(AP) and it sometimes autoionizes and
predissociates into fragments, Nn111Nn21. Here mainly
N11N is produced and N11N1 and N211N are only
partly generated. Pathway~3! indicates that the core-excite
N2 decays electronically into the molecular ion N2

n1(RP)
with a repulsive potential energy surfacce. It dissociates i
the fragments Nn111Nn21, with or without ejecting an elec-
tron. Fragmentation into N11N21 is mainly produced
through process~3! and N11N1 and N211N are partly
produced from this process.

As far as we know, fragmentation into N211N21 has not
been reported previously. It is mainly considered to ta
place in process~3!. A triply charged molecular ion is pro
duced by an Auger process, and this ion dissociates
N211N21 ejecting an electron~like a cascade Auger pro
cess!. It is possible that a quadruply charged ion produc
directly by an Auger process dissociates into N211N21.
However, the probability of a four-electron ejection in a
Auger process is considered to be much smaller than tha
a three-electron ejection; the latter process would be ne
gible.

In the above discussion of the decay processes, there
three patterns of deexcitation processes:~1! decay into a
stable state with an attractive potential energy surface,~2!
decay into a state with an attractive potential energy surf
and predissociation,~3! decay into a state with a repulsiv
potential energy surface and dissociation.

Figure 5 shows the schematic potential energy curves
typical Auger final states, the ground state and the exc
state of N2 together with the Franck-Condon region. Th
molecule in the ground state (X1Sg

1) absorbs a photon and
excites into the core-excited state of N2(1s212ppg). Three
decay channels from the core-excited N2 are indicated in the
figure. The first channel is the core-excited N2 decaying into
the singly charged molecular ion N2

1(X2Sg
1). This molecu-

lar ion is stable and does not dissociate. This channel co
sponds to the deexcitation scheme~1!. The second channel i
TABLE I. Processes~1!–~3! show deexcitation schemes of core-excited nitrogen.

~1! N2(1s21p* )→N2
n1(AP)1ne→N2

n11 (1me) (n5n12m, m50,1)
~2! N2(1s21p* →N2

n1(AP)1ne→Nn111Nn21 (1me) (n5n11n22m, m50,1)
~3! N2(1s21p* )→N2

n1(RP)1ne→Nn111Nn21 (1me) (n5n11n22m, m50,1)
9-3
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the core-excited N2 deexciting into a lower level of N2
21,

which remains a molecular ion or dissociates into N11N1

@16,20#. The processes of~1!, ~2!, and~3! are mixed in this
pathway. The third channel is N2(1s212ppg) deexciting to
the excited doubly charged molecular ion N2

21(2sg
22). This

doubly charged ion is not stable and dissociates into N21

1N1 with ejecting an electron@16#. This deexcitation cor-
responds to process~3!.

The internuclear equilibrium distances of N2 and N2
1 are

1.0977 Å and 1.1164 Å, respectively, which are shorter th
that of the core-excited N2* amounting to 1.164 Å@10–
13,21#. When the core hole is filled faster than the vibr
tional motion takes place, the Auger transitions occur in
Franck-Condon region~transitions of the hatched arrows!. If
the lifetime of the core hole is longer than the vibration
motion, deexcitation processes also occur out of the Fran
Condon region~transitions of the solid arrows!.

Let us now consider the effect of the core hole lifetime
the transition amplitude of N2→N2* →N2

1, which corre-
sponds to process~1!. The transition amplitude is propor
tional to the Franck-Condon factor between the ground
Auger final-state wave functions for the short lifetime of t
core hole. On the other hand, the transition amplitude is p
portional to the overlapping factor between the excited a
Auger final-state wave functions for the long lifetime. In th
process, the equilibrium distance of N2 is close to that of
N2

1 but not close to that of N2* . Therefore, the Franck
Condon factor between N2 and N2

1 is considered to be
larger than the overlapping factor of N2* and N2

1. This in-

FIG. 5. The schematic diagram of the potential energy curve
the ground state, the core-excited state, and Auger final states o2

together with the Franck-Condon region. The hatched arrows i
cate the decay channels for a short lifetime of the core hole w
the decay takes place in the Franck-Condon region. The solid
rows show the decay channels for a longer lifetime of the core h
decaying outside the Franck-Condon region.
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dicates that the transition amplitude into N2
1 decreases with

an increasing lifetime of the core hole. The effect of t
lifetime on the transition amplitude for process~2! is similar
to process~1!, because after an Auger transition the molec
has an attractive potential and the internuclear equilibri
distance of the Auger final state is close to that of the grou
state.

Next, the effect of the core hole lifetime on the transitio
amplitude of the process N2→N2* →N2

21→N211N1 @pro-
cess~3!# is considered. Since the potential energy curve
N2

21 in this process is repulsive, the Franck-Condon fac
between the ground and final states is not considered to
much different from the overlapping factor between the e
cited and final states. The transition amplitude does not
pend on the lifetime of the core hole.

From the above consideration, processes~1! and ~2! are
enhanced for the short lifetime of the core hole, where
process~3! is enhanced for the long lifetime. When the ph
ton energy is tuned slightly off the resonance, the lifetime
the core hole becomes shorter. Then, the amplitudes of
cesses~1! and~2! off the resonance become relatively high
than that of process~3!. In contrast, the branching ratio o
process~3! increases on the resonance because the lifet
of the core hole becomes longer. Due to this the linewid
of yield spectra from processes~1! and ~2! are wider than
those from process~3!.

Since the molecular ion N2
1 is produced in process~1!,

the linewidth of this ion yield spectrum becomes wider th
that of other ion yield spectra. The N1 ion is mainly pro-
duced by fragmentation into N11N and N11N1. Fragmen-
tation into N11N mainly occurs in process~2! and N1

1N1 results from both processes~2! and~3!. Then, the line-
width of the N1 yield spectra is the second widest. Fragme
tation into N211N21 mainly occurs in process~3!, yielding
the narrowest linewidth of the yield spectrum.

The same explanation is adapted to the linewidth variat
of the ion yield spectra from core-excited CO because
internuclear equilibrium distances of CO and CO1 are
1.1283 Å and 1.115 Å, respectively, i.e., shorter than tha
CO* (C1s212pp) with 1.1529 Å@5#.

In summary, the linewidths of our measured yield spec
tend to shorten with increasing number of electrons ejec
in the deexcitation process. The linewidths of the yield sp
tra for the singly charged molecular ions N2

1 and CO1 are
broader than the natural lifetime broadening of the co
excited states of N2 and CO, respectively. These linewidt
variations are explained by the lifetime dependence of
deexcitation processes along with the change of the inte
clear distance of the molecule. Since the natural lifetime
the N2 and CO core holes is longer than the vibrational m
tion, an Auger decay from the core-excited states occurs
only in the Franck-Condon region but also in the vibration
region of the core-excited state. However, when the pho
energy is tuned off the resonance, the lifetime of the c
hole becomes shorter than the natural lifetime, which for
the core-excited molecule more likely to decay in t
Franck-Condon region. The lifetime difference, which is i
duced by tuning the photon energy, changes the popula
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of the deexcitation channels, and, consequently, the l
widths of the yield spectra of the fragmentation products
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